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Session 4 Agenda

• Welcome Check in

• Pre-reading Recap SMART Goals and Grow Model

• Meet a Mentee

• Kahoot Quiz PT 1

• Cautions when setting SMART Goals

• Personal SWOT Analysis 

• Kahoot Quiz PT 2 

• Meet a Mentee

• Next steps



Pre Reading Recap



Meet a Mentee
Let’s get to know one of our mentees



Kahoot Quiz Pt1
You can respond to the quiz at Kahoot.it or via the Kahoot App



Caution 1 
Choosing goals on an 
impulse

• “I want to increase sales by, 15% next quarter.”

• A goal like this has lots of good intentions. It’s 
time-bound (next quarter), and it’s got a specific, 
measurable number attached to it (15%). But the 
number—at least in this example—has no basis in 
past results. It’s a number picked on impulse. 

• When setting a goal, use past performance, and 
consider what specific adjustments that might 
help you achieve a better result. 

• Can you begin to picture a tangible series of calls, 
deals, or strategic changes that will help you hit 
the new number? 

• If it is more of a general aspiration to “do better” 
consider looking at the goal again to be more 
SMART. 



Caution 2 
Committing to a goal with 
missing steps

• Caution yourself against overlooking a key step in 
the Goal setting process.

• Your goal could have a clear first step (an idea) and 
a clear final result (a specific outcome), but a fuzzy 
middle phase, could bring it all undone. 

• You may set out with great intentions, then get 
bogged down in conflict. 

• You end up writing off the goal because there’s no 
clear path forward. 

• The key is to start with smaller goals you know you 
can accomplish, then build from there.

• How to get from one goal to the next should be 
clear. 

• The right goal will have you eager to execute, not 
wondering how to move forward.



Caution 3 
Making goals so big that 
quality suffers

• Some goals are theoretically attainable, but still a 
bad idea. 

• Maybe a goal is so aggressive that you will need to 
forgo other responsibilities just to have a chance 
at hitting it. Family life etc. 

• Perhaps accomplishing the goal will actually cause 
other problems—like a higher volume of of work 
leading to a compromise in quality. 

• Some people will be motivated by extremely high 
bars, and some companies might need to really 
push in advance of a busy season. However, 
consistently, overly aggressive goals will likely de-
motivate and may cause you to take the goals less 
seriously.

• At the end of the day, goal-setting should still be 
more about what you can actually accomplish, 
rather than who can dream the very biggest.



Caution 4 
Don’t set too many goals

• “I have 10 goals today, then 15 tomorrow.”

• Once you get good at setting goals, the process 
can become addictive. 

• Ticking off goal after goal is a satisfying process. 
But experts say most successful people tend to 
focus on just one or two big things per day. 

• In fact, some successful executives choose to focus 
on just one big initiative for a whole quarter.

• Consider trimming your list of short-term goals to 
just one or two big items for the week. 

• You will still need to complete a series of tasks, but 
having only one or two objectives will keep those 
tasks focused. 

• By limiting your total number of goals, you’ll be 
able to think a bit bigger, avoid distractions and 
critically, keep your goals attainable.



Caution 5 
Goals not aligned with 
your organisation’s goals

• If the CEO were to look at your goal, would 
he or she agree there is alignment within 
the business context? 

• What about another team in a completely 
different part of the company? 

• Could you explain the value to the business 
of a goal you wish to achieve?

• Disconnected goals have a habit of 
gradually developing over time. 

• Every once in awhile, consider completely 
refreshing all your goals to make sure you 
haven’t drifted too far from the organisation 
that ultimately supports you.



Caution 6 
Don’t ignore the needs of 
others involved

• To achieve our goals we often need to rely on 
others. Our family, friends, mentor, leader, team 
and the organisation as a whole. 

• Be considerate of the people involved in your 
goals.

• Their time, energy, motivation will be impacted by 
their engagement in the goal.

• Keep them up to take on how its going. 



Caution 7 
Don’t forget to review 
your goal 

• “Looks like I hit three of my six goals. Now, on to 
next quarter’s goals.”

• It’s a common mistake to put hours of thought 
into creating goals, only to tick them off in a 
matter of seconds at the end of the week, month 
quarter or year. 

• Using the SMART goal method will give you an 

opportunity for a rigorous review.
• Reviewing goals helps us to learn from what 

worked, what didn’t and what learning we can 
share with others. 





STRENGTHS

What advantages do you have (for example, 
skills, certifications, education, or 
connections)?

What do you do better than anyone else?

What personal resources can you access?

What do other people  including your leader, 
see as your strengths?

Which of your achievements are you most 
proud of?

What values do you believe in that others 
may not exhibit.

Are you part of a network that no one else is 
involved in? 



WEAKNESSES

What tasks do you usually avoid because you 
don't feel confident doing them?

What will the people around you see as your 
weaknesses?

Are you completely confident in your education 
and skills training? If not, where are you 
weakest?

What are your negative work habits (for 
example, are you disorganized, do you have a 
short temper, or are you poor at handling 
stress)?

Do you have personality traits that hold you 
back in your field? For instance, if you have to 
conduct meetings on a regular basis, a fear of 
public speaking would be a derailed. 



OPPORTUNITIES

What new technology can help you? 

Is your industry growing? If so, how can you 
take advantage of the current market?

Do you have a network of strategic contacts 
to help you, or offer good advice?

What trends do you see in your company, 
and how can you take advantage of them?

Is there a need in your company or industry 
that no one is filling?

Do your customers or suppliers complain 
about something in your company? If so, 
could you create an opportunity by offering a 
solution?



THREATS

What obstacles do you currently 
face at work?

Is your job (or the demand for the 
things you do) changing?

Does changing technology threaten 
your position?

Could any of your weaknesses lead 
to threats?





Kahoot Quiz Pt2
You can respond to the quiz at Kahoot.it or via the Kahoot App



Meet a Mentee
Let’s get to know one of our mentees



Support

Dee DeLaurier – HRIA National Office

dee@hireandrental.com.au

Dee is your first port of call for all enquiries related to the WIH 
Mentoring Program 

Aileen Hiskins – Strategic Alignment Training 

aileen@sa-training.com.au

Aileen has designed the WIH program content and will be the lead 
facilitator. 

mailto:dee@hireandrental.com.au
mailto:aileen@sa-training.com.au


Questions?



Next Steps
Session 5 Our Panel Discussion 



Thank you


